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SPECTRAL FEATURES OF VINE LEAVES ARE 
INFLUENCED BY THEIR MINERAL CONTENT
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Abstract
We report results from reflectance
measurements on leaves and branches of
Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon in two
vineyards with different geological origins but
same management, aiming to detect spectral
differences between the vineyards, correlated
to variations in the chemical content of eleven
elements in vine leaves. Seven vine parcels
were selected. Discriminant analysis applied to
reflectance data of leaves and branches and to
grape varieties allowed for good separation
between vineyards and varieties (> 90%
accuracy). Correlations between leaf chemical
composition and reflectance were found for
several wavelengths with Pearson correlation
coefficients r > 0.7. Elemental concentrations
could be modelled up to 94% accuracy. These
results suggest that variations in soil
properties induce chemical differences in vine
leaves that can be detected by reflectance
measurements. Applications include the
assessment of the chemical content of vine
leaves by spectroradiometry as a fast, low-cost
alternative to chemical analytical methods.

Study area
Parcels at Boscato Winery in south Brazil,
with 5.38 and 7.93 hectares, 2 km apart
and with the same management, being
assumed that differences between soils
are intrinsic and not anthropic.

Measurements
Leaf reflectance of 7 parcels measured
with FieldSpec 3 radiometer, spectral
sensitivity range from 350 to 2500 nm.
Chemical concentrations in leaves of
eleven elements were also measured (N, P,
K, Ca, Mg, S, Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn and B).

Figure 1. Average reflectance of Vineyards 1 and
2, showing spectral separation between
vineyards.

Results

Figure 2. Using discriminant analysis we were able
to separate branches by place and variety.

Conclusions

Variations in soil properties induce chemical 
differences in vine leaves that can be 
detected by reflectance measurements.

Applications include the assessment of the 
chemical content of vine leaves by 
spectroradiometry as a fast, low-cost 
alternative to chemical analytical methods.


